
Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 Aug-19 Sep-19 Optimal Borderline

Inflation (ECO) 2.7% 2.3% 2.5% 2.2% 1.9% 1.5% 1.5% 1.9% 2.0% 1.8% 1.7% 1.8% 1.8% 3% 0%,5%

GDP (ECO) 4.2% 3.5% 3.5% 3.4% 3.4% 2.6% 2.2% 3.2% 3.1% 3.1% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0% 4% 0%,7%

Unemployment (ECO) 3.9% 3.7% 3.7% 3.9% 4.0% 4.0% 3.8% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 3.7% 3.7% 3.5% 4% 1%,7%

Jobless Claims (ECO) 214K 215K 231K 231K 253K 225K 211K 230K 215K 227K 215K 215K 219K <300K 350K

KC Labor Mkt Momentum (ECO) 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.9 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.6 Positive 0

ECRI Leading Index (ECO) 0.0% -1.4% -1.9% -5.0% -1.1% 0.0% 4.2% 1.7% -0.8% -1.2% -0.4% -0.7% 0.6% 3% 0

U.S. Recession Probability (RISK) 0.3% 0.2% 0.6% 0.8% 0.8% 0.3% 3.3% 1.9% 2.7% 1.0% 0.9% 1.5% 0.5% <10% 20%

Financial Stress Index (RISK) -1.3 -1.1 -0.9 -0.5 -0.9 -1.2 -1.3 -1.3 -1.2 -1.2 -1.4 -1.2 -1.3 Negative 0.3

TED Spread (RISK) 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% <0.5% 0.9%

High Yield Defaults (RISK) 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 2.5% <2% 5%

Valuations (RISK) 19.4x 17.6x 17.5x 16.8x 17.9x 18.5x 18.8x 19.2x 19.2x 19.6x 18.8x 19x 19.1x <15x 19x
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Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC.  Investment advice offered through Merit Financial Group, LLC, an SEC registered investment adviser.  Merit Financial 

Group, LLC and Merit Financial Advisors are separate entities from LPL Financial.  The economic forecasts set forth in this material may not develop as predicted and there can be no 

guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.  Content in this material is for general information only and not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any 

individual.  All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.  All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested into directly.  "ECO" are economic indicators, 

"RISK" are measures of systemic risk.  Please see important footnotes on page 2. Tracking #1-584111.
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Warning

The warning area of the chart indicates the particular measure has fallen below the borderline range of values and may indicate weakness in the U.S. 

economy and/or additional risk which may need to be considered in their investment decision-making process. See below "Borderline" description for 

details on how this measure is calculated.

Optimal
The optimal reading for all 11 metrics has been determined by Merit Financial Advisors and indicates what they believe to be the best reading possible for a 

constructive, growing U.S. economy.  

Borderline
The borderline reading for all 11 metrics has been determined by Merit Financial Advisors and indicates what they believe to be an indication of possible 

economic weakness.    

Inflation (ECO)

The Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All Items (CPIAUCSL) is a measure of the average monthly change in the price for goods and 

services paid by urban consumers between any two time periods.(1) It can also represent the buying habits of urban consumers. This particular index 

includes roughly 88 percent of the total population, accounting for wage earners, clerical workers, technical workers, self-employed, short-term workers, 

unemployed, retirees, and those not in the labor force.(1)

The CPIs are based on prices for food, clothing, shelter, and fuels; transportation fares; service fees (e.g., water and sewer service); and sales taxes. 

Prices are collected monthly from about 4,000 housing units and approximately 26,000 retail establishments across 87 urban areas.(1) To calculate the 

index, price changes are averaged with weights representing their importance in the spending of the particular group. The index measures price changes 

(as a percent change) from a predetermined reference date.(1) In addition to the original unadjusted index distributed, the Bureau of Labor Statistics also 

releases a seasonally adjusted index. The unadjusted series reflects all factors that may influence a change in prices. However, it can be very useful to 

look at the seasonally adjusted CPI, which removes the effects of seasonal changes, such as weather, school year, production cycles, and holidays.  

Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

GDP (ECO)
Gross domestic product is the inflation adjusted value of the goods and services produced by labor and property located in the United States.  Source:  

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Unemployment (ECO)

The unemployment rate represents the number of unemployed as a percentage of the labor force. Labor force data are restricted to people 16 years of age 

and older, who currently reside in 1 of the 50 states or the District of Columbia, who do not reside in institutions (e.g., penal and mental facilities, homes for 

the aged), and who are not on active duty in the Armed Forces.  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Jobless Claims (ECO) U.S. Employment and Training Administration, Initial Claims [ICSA].  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

Labor Mkt Momentum (ECO)

The "KC Fed LMCI - Momentum" is an aggregate index derived from a dynamic factor model that evaluates 24 labor market indicators:  Unemployment 

rate (U3), Broad unemployment rate (U6), Unemployment forecast (Blue Chip), Job flows from U to E, Quits rate, Employment-population ratio, Working 

part-time for economic reasons, Job leavers, Job availability index (Conference Board), Unemployed 27 or more weeks, Percent of firms with positions not 

able to fill right now (NFIB), Job losers, Hires rate, Percent of firms planning to increase employment (NFIB), Average hourly earnings, Initial claims, Private 

nonfarm payroll employment, Aggregate weekly hours, Temporary help employment, Expected job availability (U of Michigan), Labor force participation 

rate, Manufacturing employment index (ISM), Announced job cuts (Challenger-Gray-Christmas), Expected job availability (Conference Board).  More info 

here:  https://www.kansascityfed.org/research/indicatorsdata/lmci  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.

ECRI Leading Index (ECO)

ECRI's U.S. Weekly Leading Index (WLI) is a composite leading index that anticipates cyclical turning points in U.S. economic activity by 2-3 quarters. 

Cycles in economic activity are captured by our U.S. Weekly Coincident Index (USWCI), which is a comprehensive measure of the economy's current 

state, tracking indicators of production, employment, income, and sales.

The index values provided is a 3-month rolling average as of the latest applicable month-end.
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U.S. Recession Probability (RISK)

Smoothed recession probabilities for the United States are obtained from a dynamic-factor markov-switching model applied to four monthly coincident 

variables: non-farm payroll employment, the index of industrial production, real personal income excluding transfer payments, and real manufacturing and 

trade sales. This model was originally developed in Chauvet, M., "An Economic Characterization of Business Cycle Dynamics with Factor Structure and 

Regime Switching," International Economic Review, 1998, 39, 969-996. (http://faculty.ucr.edu/~chauvet/ier.pdf)  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. 

Louis.

Financial Stress Index (RISK)

Measures the degree of financial stress in the markets and is constructed from 18 weekly data series: seven interest rate series, six yield spreads and five 

other indicators. Each of these variables captures some aspect of financial stress. Accordingly, as the level of financial stress in the economy changes, the 

data series are likely to move together.

How to Interpret the Index:

The average value of the index, which begins in late 1993, is designed to be zero. Thus, zero is viewed as representing normal financial market conditions. 

Values below zero suggest below-average financial market stress, while values above zero suggest above-average financial market stress.

More information:

For additional information on the STLFSI and its construction, see “Measuring Financial Market Stress” 

(https://files.stlouisfed.org/research/publications/es/10/ES1002.pdf) and the related appendix 

(https://research.stlouisfed.org/datatrends/pdfs/net/NETJan2010Appendix.pdf).

For a list of the components that are used to construct the STLFSI see https://www.stlouisfed.org/news-releases/st-louis-fed-financial-stress-index/stlfsi-

key.  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

TED Spread (RISK) Series is calculated as the spread between 3-Month LIBOR based on US dollars and 3-Month Treasury Bill.  Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.

High Yield Defaults (RISK)

High yield default rates provided by J.P. Morgan Global Economic Research.  Default rates are defined as the par value percentage of the total market 

trading at or below 50% of par value and include any Chapter 11 filing, prepackaged filing or missed interest payments.  High yield is represented by the 

J.P. Morgan Domestic High Yield index.  Source:  J.P. Morgan.

Valuations (RISK)

Price to earnings multiple measure using Standard & Poors historical and estimated earnings.  The earnings measure is calculated as follows:  50% 

historical 12-month earnings (equal-weighted between Operating and As Reported earnings), and 50% 12-month forward expected earnings as reported by 

Standard & Poors.  The "x" indicates the calculated multiple, or number of "times", that you are paying for each unit of earnings (Price / Earnings).  Source:  

Standard & Poors.


